PLAN FOR YOUR ELECTRIC VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE NOW.

TIMING

HOW DO I GET EV-READY RIGHT, AND HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?
Site assessment and planning is key to a successful EV-ready strategy. It’s important to start planning now, so you’re ready to support the e-truck market on your schedule.

PARTNER

WHO WILL HELP ME GET EV-READY NOW?
PACCAR recommends Faith Technologies to lead the integration between PACCAR trucks, charger hardware and network software for seamless installation and commissioning due to nationwide expertise, negotiated costs and warranty coverage.

INSTALL

HOW DO I MAKE THIS EASY FOR MY DEALERSHIP?
Rely on the expertise of the nation’s leading energy and sustainability expert to assess your needs, provide solutions and support your continued EV infrastructure growth.
1 | Understanding EV Infrastructure

From mobile solutions to traditional power systems, we have electrical products for both owned and leased solutions.

Renewable energy solutions, including microgrid options providing resiliency, supporting sustainability commitments and can support energy cost optimization.

Ensure electrical availability and energy resilience independently, even during utility interruptions.

Advanced charger technology with the latest in DC Fast Chargers to minimize charge times in all applications.

2 | Getting EV Ready is a Step-By-Step Process

There’s more to EV infrastructure than just installing a charging station. Following a proven process allows for identification of the most economical and scalable deployment strategy for your business.

Our team will ensure project alignment to meet your goals.

- Analyze current electrical usage
- Determine if renewable energy can improve your financial plan
- Model results based on 5- and 10-year charging loads
- Tie in operational and geographic factors to ensure optimal solution

A solution will be engineered for your precise needs that is scalable for growing energy demand.

Financing options available through PACCAR Financial Services.

The safest solution with the least amount of impact to your site.

Flexible operational solutions, including total ownership or energy-as-a-service (EaaS) options.

Continued service options to optimize system and assess changing needs.

3 | The Perfect Partnership

As chosen Kenworth partners, Faith Technologies and Schneider Electric will deliver the highest quality, scalable and innovative EV infrastructure.

A comprehensive authority in electrical and energy services, leading change through technology, strategic project consulting and process engineering to drive productivity, value and safety.

World-leading energy technologies, real-time automation, software and services creating integrated solutions for homes, buildings, data centers, infrastructure and industries.
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